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Our clients’ industries are extremely competitive, and the maintenance of confidentiality with respect to our clients’ plans and data is critical. CELENT rigorously applies 
internal confidentiality practices to protect the confidentiality of all client information.
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AGENDA

Innovation. Why? 

Innovation as a Capability

Where to start? Project Portfolio 
Planning
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INNOVATION RESEARCH SAMPLES
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PREMIUM PLATFORM FOR INSURTECH INNOVATION
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WHAT MAKES SWITCHPITCH STAND OUT



INNOVATION. WHY?

1
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HOW IMPORTANT WILL INNOVATION BE, TO INSURANCE, OVER THE NEXT 3 TO 5 
YEARS?

0%

12%

88%

1%

15%

84%

Relatively unimportant. Customer continue to behave as they
always have, so the industry won't require fundamental shifts

anytime soon.

Somewhat important. Customer expectations are changing, but
only gradually, so the industry can change gradually as well.

Critically important. Customer expectations are changing rapidly, so
the industry is under pressure to keep up.

Insurer Startup

Source: Celent
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01 Changing customer attitudes

Driven by new lifestyle patterns, new customers 
subject of insurance, CX expectations triggered 
by (digital) experiences in other industries and 
accelerated by the pandemic. 

02 Economics

Decreased margins driven by increased 
competition and low interest rates, force 
insurers to seek for additional revenue sources 
and/or increasing the target market beyond 
traditional subject of insurance.

07 Influencers and opinion makers

Analyst firms and media have been forecasting 
for years about the digital transformation that 
will doom the industry unless there is a timely 
reaction. A rating agency as AM Best has 
incorporated innovation as a component of their 
rating score.

03 Competition

New players providing CX above market usual 
practices and value propositions that take 
advantage of ecosystems and digital enabling 
technologies challenging traditional players. 
Some of these already reacting and taking 
advantage of their scale, leaving most of the 
industry wondering how not to be left behind.

06 Technology

Enabling technologies that allow players in the 
insurance industry to do things not possible 
before; faster, cheaper, better. New technology 
partners, beyond traditional offering of 
software, move insurers towards creating digital 
ecosystems supported by digital layers of 
services and APIs.

04 Adjacent industries

Trends such as open banking and embedded 
finance put pressure in insurance to adopt 
similar models and/or adapt to be part of such 
offering. Players from other industries see an 
opportunity in insurance to increase their 
revenue stream by enabling sales as a platform 
or through embedded insurance and additional 
services (i.e., telco, retailers, auto 
manufacturers, on-demand/shared economy)

05 Regulation

Regulators around the world are increasingly 
looking into emerging technologies and how to 
contribute to insurance innovation. Banking 
regulation also permeates into insurance 
accelerating the trend. Examples of these 
regulations cover areas such as open insurance, 
data protection and use, crypto/DLT, and 
innovation sandbox.

FORCES ACCELERATING THE NEED OF INNOVATION
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EMERGING INSURANCE MODELS

What to innovate is mandated by your strategy 
and future vision. From product innovation, to 
IT innovation, digital distribution, new value 
propositions and operating models.

ENABLING 
TECHNOLOGIES

Which are the 
technologies that 
enable innovation. 
From AI, cloud, 
blockchain, to 
microservices, APIs 
and data related 
technologies

INNOVATION 
EXECUTION

How we 
innovate. The 
process of 
innovation, the 
culture of 
innovation and 
the vehicles for 
innovation.

MAKING INNOVATION 
HAPPEN

MAKING INNOVATION HAPPEN IS ABOUT HOW WE INNOVATE, WHAT TO INNOVATE, 
AND WHICH TECHNOLOGIES TO USE
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33% 25% 23% 21%

Services to the insured Service/Operations IoT-based programs Customer Acquisition

SIGNIFICANT USE OF INSURTECH

62% 58% 50% 50%

IoT-based programs Risk Transfer/Reinsurance Service/Operations Underwriting

EXPLORING THE USE OF INSURTECH
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RETHINKING THE INSURANCE VALUE CHAIN

Traditional Model

1. Distribution, sales 

and marketing
2. Underwriting

4. Servicing 

and Operations

5. Capital, risk 

and ALM

6. Claims 

management

3. Product 

and Pricing

Insurer Has Full Control and Ownership

Traditional 
Value Chain

New Model

Insurer Has Less Control and Ownership

Fragmented 
Value Chain

1. Distribution, sales 

and marketing

2. Underwriting

4. Servicing and 

Operations

5. Capital, risk and 

ALM

6. Claims 

management

3. Product and 

Pricing

Partner F

Partner B

Partner C

Partner D

Partner G

Partner E

Partner A

Partner I

Partner JPartner H



INNOVATION AS A CAPABILITY

2
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HOW WOULD YOU CHARACTERIZE THE ALLOCATION OF EFFORT, WITHIN YOUR
ORGANIZATION, BETWEEN INCREMENTAL AND DISRUPTIVE INNOVATION?

9%

6%

30%

42%

12%

Spend more than 50% of our time on disruptive innovation

60% incremental / 40% disruptive

80% incremental / 20% disruptive

90% incremental / 10% disruptive

Spend 100% of our time on incremental innovation
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THE STRATEGY AND SCOPE MUST FIRST BE ALIGNED TO PROPERLY SETUP 
IU/I+D

Focus

Strategy & 
Scope

TBD

Existing

Governance & Organization

Processes

IU & I+D 

Governance & Organization

Processes

[Other 
committees]

Innovation strategy

Innovation definition

Oversight responsibilitiesOrganisation structure
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INNOVATION DEFINITION: CAN BE CATEGORIZED INTO FOUR TYPES

Suggested innovation framework for categorization 

User problem

Clearly 
defined

Not clearly 
defined

New Existing

Technology and capability

Research-led

Exploratory activities with the 
intention of creating new user 
demands for innovative 
applications

Project examples: research projects 
in collaboration with universities

Continuous/Sustained 

Gradual and continuous 
improvement on existing products 
and services with known 
technologies and capabilities

Project examples: ongoing app 
maintenance 

Breakthrough 

Solve known user problems in the 
existing business by applying new 
technologies and solutions

Project examples: fraud detection 
using AI, digital identity using DLT

A B

C Disruptive

Capture new opportunities or new 
businesses with existing 
technologies and capabilities

Project examples: platform for 
embedded insurance

D

User problem

The degree to which the user problem is 
clearly identified and well understood within 
the organization.

Problems are more clearly defined when  
they are close to our core business, less so 
for new applications beyond our core 
business (e.g., new opportunities).

Technology and capability

The degree to which knowledge, capabilities, 
and technologies exist to be applied or 
modified to solve problems or address 
opportunities

Source: Oliver Wyman
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Options outside core business platform to promote innovation 

FIVE APPROACHES TO BUILD UP/INTEGRATE COMPETENCIES TO DRIVE INNOVATION

Approach Internal build Innovation Lab
Business set up/ 

Partnership
Proprietary 
Accelerator

Venture Fund / 
Acquisition

Embed innovation in 
the business, empower 
BUs to make innovative 
bets

Develop innovations 
through an internal 
unit separate from 
the business

Set up of new entity with 
parent as minority 
shareholder 

Work with start-ups, 
providing mentorship 
and a launch pad for 
their product

Make equity 
investments in start-
ups with an 
established product

Example

Problem solving
⚫ ⚫ ⚫

Knowledge transfer
⚫ ⚫ ⚫

Growth optics
⚫ ⚫

Entrepreneurial approach
⚫ ⚫

Lack of discipline & culture
⚫ ⚫ ⚫ ⚫

Exporting strategic 
priorities externally ⚫ ⚫ ⚫

High risk on investments
⚫ ⚫

Management model failure
⚫ ⚫

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

DB Mobility Lab

Breakthrough / Research-led
Disruptive

Continuous/Sustained

External/Inorganic FocusInternal/Organic Focus
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INDICATE IF YOU ARE UTILIZING ANY OF THE FOLLOWING  INNOVATION 
TOOLS/TECHNIQUES AT YOUR COMPANY

76%

62%

53%
50%

47%

32% 32%

15%

Partnering
w/Startups

C-Level Staff
champion

Venture
investment

(partial)

Innovation Lab Accelerator CInnO Incubator Venture
investment

(100% property)
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SELECTING THE BEST INNOVATION MODEL

Type Willingness to 
fail

Speed Financial
investment

Human 
investment

Level of IP 
ownership

Incubator

Accelerator

Venture

Acquisition

Lab

Innovation CoE

Low Medium                    High
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• Stage-gate funding model

– Grant funding at achieved milestone

– Reallocate funding if project is discontinued

• Approval may exceed annual budget to 
factor in potential project discontinuance

AN AGILE GOVERNANCE APPROACH WITH STAGE-GATE FUNDING MODEL COULD BE A 
SUITABLE APPROACH TO MAKE INNOVATION HAPPEN

IC approval and execution process – Agile governance

Ideation & 
submission

Prioritization 
& selection1 2 Exit6

Funding & approval

Execution

Ongoing 
monitoring

3

4

5

Agile 
governance

• Idea submitted to IC 
if objective fits within 
IC

• Idea template
(simplified)

• Annual & ad hoc 
submission

• A scoring matrix to 
prioritize project 
pipeline

• 4 exit strategies

– Transfer to core

– Establish a new unit

– Spin-off/JV/Partnership

– Spin-off and sell

• Post-project KPI tracking

• Sponsor and execution team 
confirmed at project approval

• Cross-divisional team/transfer/ 
secondment as per IC decision

• 3-pronged mechanism 
(weekly, at milestone, semi-annual review)

• IC to reprioritise investment where needed 

TP1 TP2

TP3

TP4

TP5

TP6

TP Key IC/Project team touchpoint

Source: Oliver Wyman



PROJECT PORTFOLIO PLANNING
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PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT MODEL

STATUS 

QUO

Risk and compliance

Business model enablement 

and partnerships

Market and product 

agility

Efficiency and expenses
Pre-and post-sale 

customer engagement

Liability 

management

Improvement

Innovation

Disruptive effect

Growth and retention Profitability and Control
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IDENTIFY TYPE OF PROJECT

STATUS 

QUO

Improvement

Innovation

Disruptive effect



Increase in performance of activities that support
current business model

DEFINITIONS

IMPROVEMENT

INNOVATION

DISRUPTION

Breaking tradeoffs which are important to 

the customer (Schumpeter, Porter)

A theory of innovation, where:

• Technology changes the “productivity 

frontier”

• Success in fringe markets sets the stage for 

“up-market march”

• Managing innovations as a portfolio will 

increase the probability of success

1

2

3
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IDENTIFY STRATEGIC LEVER

June 14, 2022

Risk and 

compliance

Business model enablement 

and partnerships

Market and 

product agility

Efficiency and 

expenses

Pre-and post-sale 

customer engagement

Liability 

management

Growth and retention Profitability and Control
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…THEN HAVE A CHALLENGE DISCUSSION

• Is [INSURER] aligned?

• Are [INSURER] strategic bets the right ones?

• Where is [INSURER] at risk of losing ground against competitors?

• Are [INSURER] resources aligned against the right initiatives?

• Does [INSURER] have the capacity / skills to implement the technologies required?

• Are the best people leading the most disruptive initiatives?

• What trade-offs in the portfolio need to be made?

• Is the organization ready for the changes required?

Agree actions to realign the portfolio in order to match the strategic intent






